
First aid

Hazards and Emergencies Mountain biking, for the vast majority of the time, is safe and without a high level of risk. Provided you are properly
equipped for the hills with both knowledge and equipment, and have fully thought out the potential risks and the protocol to follow should an
incident occur, the likelihood of the unexpected can be reduced to acceptable levels. Hazards The countryside, and mountain biking can
present unexpected hazards to members of a group. The possibility of an incident occurring can often be prevented by riding the route and
close examination of the information available to the leader. Such information includes: · The map; · The weather, past, current and forecast; ·
Local area knowledge · Group members details, experience and past history. To consider the possibilities fully, it is necessary to think
broadly and laterally. A method such as Hazard Analysis requires the consideration of each possibility in two sections: 1 The likelihood of
occurrence 2 The consequences upon occurrence The combination of these two factors then guides the leader toward any precautionary
action. Extra care should enter the equation when two or more incidents which individually present little hazard, when combined may
substantially increase the consequences. The table, Fig 1, shows a section of one hazard analysis for a ride. This can be used to provoke
thought and predict potential problems. Actions of the analysis will often be repetitive, e.g. First aid as required. No system can predict every
eventuality. Occurrence Likelihood Consequence Prevention Action Puncture High Low Carry tubes, pump etc. & Replace tube as knowledge
of replacement & and when required puncture repair Bad weather Dependant Dependant on Note forecast. Adjust route/ride Wear suitable
on forecast forecast and time. Carry waterproofs & extra clothing as and actual actual weather clothing required. Adjust weather ride route
Rider falls Low High Check route and alter if necessary. First aid as down cliff Warn riders well in advance. Direct required. Organise to avoid
danger area. Check group. Send for mountain rescue details & location help if required Figure 1: Example of Hazard Analysis of certain
aspects of a mountain bike ride Some of the hazards which always require consideration include: · Terrain and route:

Possibility of a riding accident; · Possibility of equipment damage.

Other countryside users: Walkers, horses other mountain bikers;
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Possibility of not being able to repair; · Weather:

Cold and wind chill, exposure or hypothermia;

Heat, heatstroke, sunburn and dehydration (hyperthermia). · Food and liquid intake. Energy system depletion. · Becoming benighted. Lighting
requirements. · Incident limiting group movement

Overnight/element protection Hazards encountered vary in their significance depending on many factors: · The standard and experience of
the group; · Routes taken; · The weather; · Local area; · Etc. While much time is spent preparing and thinking about all the possibilities, it is
impossible to foresee all the possibilities of every situation. Each route should be looked on in fresh light, but with information gained from
past experience. Every ride should be looked on individually and the experiences gained contribute to future planning. Priorities Before any
decisions are made or action taken, it is necessary to evaluate the entire situation. Panic leads to chaos. Your safety, the groups' safety and
any casualties are the primary considerations. The Plan A detailed and fully thought out plan is necessary to ensure that everyone gets back
eventually, and safely. In order to effectively formulate the plan, all factors should be taken into consideration, and to prevent hasty or rushed
decisions, time should be taken. The situation requiring immediate urgent action is rare. Rash decisions may have consequences that could
be regretted at a later stage. Approximate times for each stage of the plan helps you keep track as the situation changes and also helps
provide members of the party with information. Decision One: Are you safe? You are the number one priority. Without you, the group may be
in a far more dire situation. Decision Two: Is the group safe? Make them safe. The number of casualties must not increase from those
currently existing. Dealing with the Situation: Does the party require outside assistance or are there sufficient resources within the group to
move to safety. This is generally a critical decision: if help is sent for, it could be many hours before it arrives. The requirement of outside help
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the availability of assistance to the group as well as the terrain likely to be encountered during the return. Self help, if at all possible, is
therefore preferable. It keeps the party together, providing support and reassurance for the group. It is usually quicker and doesn't rely on the
already overburdened voluntary rescue associations. The Rest of the Party During this planing time, the rest of the party may becoming cold
and worried. It is useful to involve them; inform them of the situation as you see it and consult them on decisions. They will be looking to you
as the leader for indications of the gravity of the situation, so emphasis the optimistic points and provide reassurance. Team members work
much more efficiently with you when they are happy. The Weather Of course accidents rarely happen on long warm summer days; far more
usually in inclement weather and impending darkness. The majority of accidents happen after 4pm. This then becomes a factor in the
condition of any injured party as well as the rest of the group. In particularly poor conditions, it may be essential to move a short distance to a
less exposed area. Availability of Assistance Assistance to the party can range from anyone in the locality to the local mountain rescue team,
including equipment available at any local mountain rescue post or inhabited area. The Terrain As mountain bikers are restricted to
bridleways, the route for either help or self evacuation should be of a reasonable standard. It may be necessary to disregard the original route
use an escape route to find the easiest and quickest way to a road or inhabited village. Self Help The self evacuation of your party is
preferable to the complications of sending for help. The carrying of any injured party further than a short distance is near impossible for a
group with mountain bikes and mountain biker's equipment. It is therefore restricted to injuries of a minor nature or mechanical failure where
walking out is the best alternative. Calling for Help To attract the attentions of other people in the area, in order to see if they can provide any
assistance, a whistle or light signal should be given. The standard mountain rescue signal for attracting attention is six short whistle blasts or
torch flashes in quick succession repeated after a one minute interval. One set of signals could easily be missed by people, hence the minute
based repetition. © Copyright OTC 1997 Page 35
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